A is devoted to the proceedings of the Royal Society Discussion Meeting on 'Physics at the High Energy Frontier-The Large Hadron Collider Project' held on 16th and 17th May 2011. The purpose of this meeting was to draw together the many aspects of a remarkable scientific endeavour, from its birth through to the results emerging from the analysis of the first year of data taking, looking forward to the expected ground-breaking scientific discoveries.
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G. Kalmus
Finally, there were talks on the history of the project and how such a large, complex technical and scientific international enterprise was so successfully organized at CERN.
The stage is now set for the LHC and its detectors to provide the new data, which is needed to progress our understanding of the subnuclear world, whether this follows the current thinking of 'physics beyond the standard model', i.e. the 'known unknowns' or whether it reveals something unexpected, i.e. the 'unknown unknowns'; to paraphrase Donald Rumsfeld, only time will tell. 
George Kalmus
